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In 1979, LEVEL II, Inc.  installed its message
switch as the heart of ACCESS, the Washington
State Patrol’s statewide law enforcement commu-
nications network. The company has been provid-
ing sharply performing and supremely reliable
public safety systems ever since.

Our switch, as several of our other products,
embodies current open technical standards. These
products include: (1) The JOURNAL, an intelligent
archival adjunct of any message switch, and (2)
MAGUS, the fifth generation descendant of our
original ACCESS message switch.

MAGUS truly defines the state of its genre’s art. It
is what specialized store and forward message
switches all must become. It allows administrators
easily to define new transactions and their most
complex processing. For example, it facilitates

easily spawning one or more transactions based
upon the contents of another. The for-mats of
transactions’ presentations on their destination
devices are centrally and simply alter-able by
virtually any variable, such as device type,
recipient’s security level, etc. This switch’s
scalability is peerless, suiting it to agencies of
every size, from small towns to the largest state-
wide law enforcement system. Its combination of
advanced technical features, adaptability, certain
reliability and scalability deem MAGUS nothing
less than “best in class.”

MAGUS comprises core software and transaction-
specific scripting language programs through
which its administrators can define new, or modify
existing, transaction’s presentation and behavior.
Arrange to see this striking system demonstrated or
ask us for a more detailed description.
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